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only within the framework which is that of discourse pretending to take the 

measure of painting and "paint" it in turn, with the means proper to it. 

Which implies, again, that a painting can have meaning only insofar as it 

presents itself as a "bound and fettered" totality, 37 and to the extent that the 

paths in question can be translated into language. (Diderot: "The paintings 

I describe are not always good paimings; those I don't describe are sure to 

be bad. "~H) It is far from clear that we've escaped this circle today, or that 

there's any way to escape it other than by rejecting the notion, in the end a 

strictly empirical one, of the path (parcnurs) and with it the reading meta

phor: a metaphor that has been productive, within certain limits but that is 

nonetheless misleading when the purported "text" of the painting is not 

construed a priori as a proxy for the person behind it, and when, if there 

must be a reading, this is understood to be something other than an 

analogon. 39 

That prompts the following question: Could there be a form of 

analysis whose aim was not to capture painting in the net of discourse but 

rather to allow oneself to be educated by it, even at the risk of undermining 

the linguistic model? A form of analysis that would be based not so much 

on the collation of iconic signs as of those features in paintings that resist 

being named and in which can be rc:cognizt:d the indexes of work which, 

leaving the iconic to one side, cannot be reduced to the order of the sign?40 

A form of analysis that would not be linked to any path, narrative or other, 

but on the contrary would reject on principle the notion of the inventory, 

and that would be capable in turn of making pictures f/aire tableau})? Without 

taking into account that the very notion of the path of reading is highly 

ambiguous, given that-as Walter Benjamin observed after Gotthold Less

ing, though in his case in relation to Chinese painting-it can be under

stood in two ways: either the description is held to advance along the lines 

of a promenade offering successive partial glimpses of the surrounding land

scape, or it takes its place within a view from above, the pathway being 

3 7. Ibid., p. 23; English trans., p. 70. 
38. Didcrot, Salon de 1767. 
39. Marin, article in Etutks Iimio/ogiques. op. cit., pp. 22-23; English trans. in Calligram. 
op. cit., p. 70; and the critique of this article by J -L. Scheter. 
40. Cf. Meyer Shapiro, "On Some Problems in the Semiotics of Visual Art: Field and Vehicle in 
Image-Signs," Semiotica, vol. I, no. 3 (1969), pp. 223-42; reprinted in Semiotia: An Introductory· 
Anthology, ed. by Robert Innis, Bloomington, 1985, pp. 206-25. 
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inscribed within the encompassing geography.·11 A form of analysis, finally, 

equipped to deal not so much with the question of representation as with 

that of painting's operation. 

For in the end rhe problem comes down ro this: Is it possible ro 

escape the descriptive illusion in any way other than by denouncing the 

representationalist hypothesis from which it proceeds, while retaining the 

rights to an analysis that's not abo111 painting but rather proceeds with it, 

but that doesn't necessitate our allowing ourselves ro he spoken by it, like 

that "experiment with the past" which, according to Walter Benjamin, is 

history?·11 Or to put it another way: an analysis aimed less at helping us to 

understand than at helping us to see, and which would strive for a renewed 

intimacy with the work that is painting's own province? For representing is 

not the only function of painting: it aims at many different kinds of effects, 

in some of which theoretical aspects compete with poetic ones, so they're 

arguably closer to the realm of the ideal than to the field of affect. Such 

that for any discipline committing itself to a pictorial pragmatics, there 

would be no way to gain access to the conditions under which painting can 

be carried out other than to seize them in the very moment-as you said a 

moment ago--of their operation, of their effectuation: the English word 

painting indicating, as a progressive form of the verb, the essentially perfor

mative nature of a practice that has no existence, in contradiction to lan

guage, save in the act, the exercise. 

Such an attempt would presuppose that language had uses other 

than purely descriptive ones. By way of broaching a response to the ques

tion implicitly posed by Benveniste about the specificiry not so much of 

painting, considered as a semiotic system, as of the meaning it produces, 

and better yet of its characteristic mode of signification, 43 I here posit that 

there's a mode of meaning proper to painting that can only be brought to 

light by a linguistic operation that is not declarative but rather demonstra

tive in character. If perspective has any demonstrative value in relation to 

41. Wal[er Benjamin, Einbahmtram. F~nkfun, 1955, pp. 16-17; French [~ns., StnJ 11nique. 
preceded hy F.•ifanre b.rlinoi". Paris, 1970, pp. 156-157. 

42. Idem., "Joseph Fuchs, collenionneur e[ hismrien," French [~ns. of _1937 anicle published in 
Macula. no. 3/4, p. 42. 

43. Emile Benveniste, "Sc:miologie de Ia langue, .. ProblimeJ de ling11iJ1ique ginirale. op. ciL. vol. 2. 
p. 57; English [~ns. of [his anicle by Gene[te Ashby and Adelaide Russin, "The Semiology of 
Language," in Semiotia. op. cit., 1985, this ref. p. 238. 
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painting, this is to the extent that it furnishes the means and the occasion 

for such an operation: discourse's first brief being not to interpret painting, 

to deliver up its meaning, but to work along with it as it does, in geome

try, with geometric figures. It being understood that it's one thing for a 

geometer to do geometry-as Poincare would pur it-with a piece of chalk, 

and quite another for diswurse to measure itself against painting, thereby 

bewming vulnerable to being taken in by it: while geometry in its analytic 

mode has only, in the end, to dispense with figures, the pertinence of analy

sis where painting is concerned is determined in relation to its holding true 

that the discourse taking it for its object has no meaning, in each moment, 

save insofar as it derives its reason for being from the painting, and from it 

alone, and allows itself to be worked by it as much as it works it . 

• 

If there's any work of idealization in question here, that of which the 

"'Urbina perspectives"' strike you as typical examples doesn't necessarily have 

any connection with that of utopia, and they have even less to do wnh that 

of anticipation. To see these panels as models for a town or a stage setting 

is to effectively construe them as represenrariom. even though tht: things to 

which they refer are presentt:d as no more than possibilities. Unless one 

maintains that the utopia, or the model, belongs to the order of neither the 

concept nor the image, and these allow themselves to be comprehended, as 

Louis Marin has shown, in their capacity as figures or schemas of the imagi

nation, in rhe Kantian sense of these terms: which is to say in the moment 

of the figure's reflecting on itself, of a "reference without referent," the sole 

aim of the fiction's operation being to dear a space in which the concept 

will be able to articulate itself in terms that are tangible, accessible to 

intuition, and to constitute and delineate, in the form of an absence or lack 

(note emphasis), the site of its emergence. 44 

Paradoxically Krautheimer's interpretation is apposite here, in that 

it maintains that the place the "Urbino perspectives" aim to constitute and 

delineate is not so much that of a utopia as that of a model of "'representa

tion,"' in the sense of a theatrical performance. For this interpretation out

lines prescisely the form of an absence, in this instance that of the 

44. Marin, UtopiqlltJ .... op. cic., pp. 40-41; English crans., p. 22. 
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performance to take place in this setting, but that remains as though sus

pended sut:h that one t:an't det:ide, as you noted above, whether it has just 

concluded or has not yet begun, creating a feeling of anticipation blended 

with ambiguous imminence. You think of those photographs by Eugene 

Atget which Walter Benjamin compared to the "scene of a crime." As they 

display only a scene, with the emptiness of the setting paradoxically rein

forcing the "theatrical" effect they produce. "In these images the city is 

emptied like a lodging that has yet to find new tenants. In such works 

surrealist photography prepares the way for the salutary movement leading 

to an estrangement between man and the surrounding world. To the politi

cally informed gaze, it clears a space in which the clarification of details is 

given pride of place over all intimist considerations. "4, 

Even in its comparable determination to clarify details, painting 

would have thus pursued, since the quattrocento, a project very similar to 

that of the photography of Atget, the surrealists, and a few others (I cannot 

resist mentioning, once again, the journalistic photographs, the first of their 

kind, taken by Roger Fenton during the Crimean War, in particular his 

image of a deserted valley filled with cannon balls, the real allegory of a 

history in which man no longer has a place, even in the form of cadavers, a 

history from which, as a result of that art alleged to be the most objective 

of all, he has become estranged). We shouldn't be surprised by the interest 

in our "perspectives" during the 1920s, which thanks to surrealism was not 

limited to specialists in art history. Surrealism and Giorgio De Chirico, 

whose "metaphysical paintings" Cocteau held to be similar to the Citta 

idea/e. that grisaille. De Chirico, who "had in common with dreams their 

impression of transporting us into indeterminacy, but nonetheless into con

structed places whose every stylistic detail speaks of sleep, "46 and some of 

whose perspectives, according to Cocteau, "are not only asleep: they are, 

between us, transfixed. "47 For the Citta ideate, between us, has that same 

aura of, as Cocteau put it (you noted this at the beginning), a "wary eye"': 

wary or transfixed, just like, in that photograph accompanying the story of 

15. Benjamin, ""A Shorr History of Photography,"' French trans., PoiJie it moltttio,. op. cir., 

pp. 27-28. 
46. Cocteau, Euai til critique indimte. op. cit., pp. 167-68. 
47. Ibid .. p. 261. 
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a convict returned from Rio del'Oro, "the gaze that gazes at us and that 

sees the city. "48 

If there is no gaze save gazed at, how can we come to terms with 

what's striking about this painting: a painting that is not, at first, a path 

for the gaze but rather a trap for it? You note with delight that readers 

committed to the picturesque will have long since closed this book: this is 

because, like Cocteau, you wanted to consider only the facts here, and 

because, despite your predilection for myths, fables, and novels of all kinds, 

you chose to systematically avoid telling stories. 49 As for those smitten by 

poetry, they're another matter entirely: for them to be tempted to continue 

reading, they need only accept that "poetry is precision, as with num-

bers. "~0 But what of photography? What of the subject, summoned to take 

its place in front of the lens (it's not only in moviemaking that he's fore

warned not to squint at the camera: but the photographer can rest assured 

that once caught, fixed, immobilized on paper, the eye of the subject will 

not stray)? The lens behind which there need not be an eye, a computer 

would suffice: think of the photographs of distant planets sent back to us by 

NASA through space, opening up successive new vistas of the uninhabited 

universe. These waves are transfixed, and we along with them. As are you 

yourself before these windows, these doors that are open, closed, or some

thing in between, wondering whether there is or isn't someone else on the 

lookout behind them, and if so, whose indiscretion is the greater: yours, 

looking at the city, or the city's, looking at you with all its eyes, wary 

though they may be, but arrayed like the keys of a keyboard you don't 

know how to play, nor from what score . 

Remark 1: Whenever you enter the studio/o in Urbino, and that "space in 

which the clarification of details is given pride of place over all intimist 

considerations" opens up before you, you feel as though you're committing 

an indiscretion. And the discovery, each time, of the figure of the prince 

emerging from the wings is not sufficient to banish this malaise, which 

48. Ibid., p. 229. 
49. Ibid., p. 229. 
50. Ibid., p. 16. 
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derives from a sense of suspension that's vague, yet strong enough to make 

you feel as though you have no business here. 

Remark 2: In the Berlin panel there are boats which, given the absence of 

any sign of human presence, seem like so many ghost ships. Which leads 

you to suspect that there might be, in this theater, protagonists, actors, 

extras other than human ones: like the light throwing some details into 

prominence while casting others into shadow; or the architecture, the 

marine horizon, the clouds, to say nothing of the observer who finds no 

point within the painting in which he's reflected or at which he can anchor 

himself. 

• 

The representation's absence from its place delineates, in formal terms, the 

figure of a scene. But the construction of this "in perspective" entails certain 

consequences, is predicated on certain presuppositions. for perspective, as 

conceived by the men of the Renaissance, aimed at nothing less than the 

establishment, even before chat of a "space" (supposing chis notion had 

already acquired the meaning we ascribe to it today), of a site where every

thing would be, to use Serlio's phrase, inscribed in its place, a suo /uogo. In 

rhis sense the opposition one might be tempted to posit between two kinds 

of perspectivists, those for whom costruzione /egittima was indistinguishable, 

as Alberti professed, from the production of a scene within which an istoria 

could unfold, and those, like Piero, preoccupied with the possibility it 

offered of constructing, in planar projection, volumes such as they appear to 

the eye, this opposition-as can also be demonstrated using Uccello as an 

example--is in the end untenable: in both cases the same representational 

principle is at work that precludes us from thinking of bodies apart from 

the places they occupy, just as it precludes us from conceptualizing exten

sion in any way other than as their receptacle or support-a receptacle or 

support that is itself inconceivable without resort to a comtruction. 

And so it goes, a fortiori, for a "void" (the empty scene) the idea of 

which painting can only convey negatively, in the form of an absence: the 

scene being able to make itself seen, to make itself known, as such, and as 

the scene of the representation, only by means of an inversion of the posi-
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tions traditionally assigned co the "comainer" and the "comained": the "con

tainer" (the scene) assuming the figure of the painting's "contained" (the 

subject). Which explains why we've been so preoccupied with determining 

what the "Urbino perspectives" represent, with discovering their content, 

when, as even Andre Chastel admits, "rhey seem not to have any":' 1 as 

though it were necessary, whatever the cost, to assign them a referem co 

put an end to the kind of scandal provoked by placing parentheses around 

the representation, around the suspension of same, around its ipoche. But 

here we are broaching what is without doubt the most difficult question 

raised by these panels, one having co do with the very form of represema

rion, insofar as the perspective paradigm proposes the most consequem 

image of it. For what can it mean co designate the panels that concern us as 

"perspectives," and what's more as "old perspectives" or "perspectives in the 

amique style" (et antico in prospettiva), as do the sixteemh-century invento

ries? Can perspective in itself constitute the subject of a paiming, co the 

poim of defining a genre, or is it just a preJicate, a property, in the sense 

in which we speak of a perspective drawing or a view in perspective? A 

question that appears to be eminently "modern," because it amounts to 

asking whether or not painting can be self-reflective in its operation, ro rhe 

point of taking itself as an object, in its very form. That which our cemury 

has named abstraction would encourage us to respond affirmatively; but the 

problem persists with regard to paimings that cannot be called "abstract" 

(conforming to the usual tendency of art historians when dealing with the 

"Urbino perspectives") only on condition that we understand, from the 

start, the implications of such a predicate, of such a "property," in the 

comext of representation. 

In Wittgenstein's terms, an "image," a "portrait" (as was currem 

usage in sixteemh-cemury French, and this is without doubt the best ren

dering of the word Bild as used in the Tractatus), can describe, picture, 

represem, in the mode of the Abbi/dung. any reality whose form it has, 

for example, spatial ur colored form. ' 2 But as for the form of the rep

resentation, of the a-presentation (die Form der Abbildung), the image or 

51. Chasrel, ···vues urbaines' peintes er rheaue," op. cir .• 1978, p. 501. 
52. ··nas Bild kann jede Wirklichkeir abbilden. deren Formes hat. Das Raumliche Bild alles 
Raumliche, das farbige. ere." Willgensrein, Tractatus logico-phiiOJophicus. 2.171. 
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portrait cannot describe or represent this but only show or display it,B 

which is to say---as is the case here-stage it, in the way painting deploys 

and makes play with color, displaying it, exhibiting it, but not describing 

it, depicting it, or simply imitating it. To be sure, nothing in the Traaatus 

authurizc::s us ro draw an analogy between perspective and the logical form 

of the Abbildung-nothing, that is, but the fact that Wittgc::nstc::in himself 

worked ceaselessly to break down this metaphor, ever active, ever recur

renc.'4 If I make such free use of the term (deliberately miscontrued and out 

of context), this is because Witrgenstein's language is perfectly suited to the 

question I'm addressing here. Painting in perspective (de prospectiva pingendt) is 

certainly not the same as painting perspective: a drawing or painting can be in 

perspective; but perspective itself, how can this be produced, made prominent, if 

not in the form of a perspective-which immediately implies reference of 

some kind? The question becomes even more pressing if perspective is held 

to be the preeminent paradigm of representation, as well as the configura

tion through which the latter reflects on itself and reveals its operation. And 

this question is not as "modern" as it seems, if it's true that classic philoso

phy never stopped searching for a middle way between two extreme and 

antithetical conceptions of the sign: one maintaining that the sign can only 

turn back on itself at the cost of becoming opaque, thereby severing its 

connection with the thing it purports to represent; and the other, con

versely, emphasizing its constitutive transparency and the impossibility of 

its rellecring on itself in the process of representation." To become con

vinced that reference (necessarily "abstract") to painting ha~ played a role in 

this debate, one has only to read Descartes or Berkeley, the Logic of Port

Royal or Condillac, and above all Pascal. But can we look to the fact that 

the question has lost none of its meaning and relevance today as authorizing 

us to construe it in terms that would have been those of painting, one or 

two centuries before the constitution of what Foucault designated as the 

classical episteme? 

53. ""Seine Form der Abbildung aber kann das Bild nicht abbilden: es w~ist sie auf."" Ibid., 
2.172. 

54. Cf. Gilles-Gascon Granger, "'I.e Probleme de l"espace logique dans le Tra.·tatu.< de Wie<gen
stein,"' L"Agt de/a I.-ien<"<. July-September 1968, pp. 181-95. 
55. Recanati, La Trampart:IIC< tl l'ilwmiatiun. up. lit., pp. 20-21. 
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With regard to the art of perspective, Ia sottil arte di perspeaiva, 

Serlio states, from the start, that it is very difficult to convey in written 

form and more susceptible to being taught directly than through doctrine or 

drawings. ' 6 But he didn't dwell on this difficulty (which calls for closer 

examination): far from spending rime philosophizing about and discussing 

what perspective might be, and from whence it came, with regard to these 

points he was content to refer the reader to Euclid's Optics, if not his Catop

trics:'7 which constituted an implicit response to the question concerning the 

origin of perspective, though one that was not necessarily self-evident. In 

fact Serlio's primary intention was to satisfy the needs of architects, for he 

held perspective to be nothing other than what Vitruvius called scenography: 

to wit, a means in the service of representation. ' 8 Perrault recalls, in this 

connection, that Aristotle had used the word differently, as designating the 

"scenic paintings" allegedly introduced into the theater by Sophocles:'9 a 

reference that has a certain pertinence here, if we recall that at the dawn of 

the sixteenth-century scenic designs seem to have been conceived in terms of 

painting rather than architecture, with scenography subsequently coming to 

exploit the resources of both, but not without Serlio's noting, as we've seen, 

the difference between rwo kinds of perspective: one (that of painters) that 

made irs appeal to the imagination, and another (that of architects) that, 

working with real depth and volume, of necessity conformed to rules differ

ent from those applying in the first kind. 60 

But the important thing, for the moment, lies elsewhere, in the 

fact that perspective, whether the work of a painter or an architect, was 

inseparable from architecture. You cite Serlio's remark that "the perspectiv

ist will be able to do nothing without architecture, nor the architect with-

56. .. Anchora che Ia sorril arre della persperriva sia molro difficile a scrivere ... e massimamenre 
de i'corpi levari del piano. Ansi e arre meglio se insegna conferando presenrialmenr, che in scrirto, 
cr in discgno." Scrlio, II s«ondo libro. fol. 25 recto; English facs. cd., "The Second Bookc," opening 
statement. 
57. "Ne mi stendero in philosophare o dispurar che cosa sia persperriva ne donde sia derivata; 
percio che il prnfondissimo Euclides ne rrarra <nrrilmPnre con Ia <f"'rnlarionP." lhid. 
58. "Ma venando alia pratica er al bisogno de l'archiretro, diro bene che persperriva e quella cosa 
che Vitruvio domanda Scenographia, cioe Ia fronte e li lati di uno edificio, et andro di qualunque 
cosa o superficie o corpo." Ibid. 
59. Perrault, Vitrur-e. book V, chapter viii, p. 178, note I; cf. Aristotle, Poetics, I449a. 
60. Cf. supra. chapter 12, pp. 211-15. 
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out perspective. "61 But what does this mean, with regard to perspective, if 

not that in no case does the latter constitute an empty form, and that there 

can be no perspective--as Sarrre said of color-save of something-this some

thing being above all architecture, from the moment there's not, and cannot 

lx:, anything but a constructed perspective, and that perspective is, funda

mentally, an architectonics? From that follows the seeming redundancy, if 

nor pleonasm, attached, as I've intimated, to the notion of "architectural 

perspective." Which does not preclude the possibility of perspective's being 

conceptualized as a kind of scenography: quite the contrary, as is confirmed 

by the fact that the period's greatest architects-including Bramante and 

Raphael-started out as painters, whereas others, and not insignificant fig

ures, got their starr in the theater-such as Peruzzi and Genga, to whose 

scenery for Duke Francesco Maria in Urbino Serlio refers in passing. Not to 

mention Serlio himself, whatever his individual status with regard to the 

prevailing division of labor: Serlio, who says he began by practicing paint

ing and perspective, which led him subsequently to the study of 

arc hi tecrure. 62 

In fact the designation "perspective" in inventories from the Renais

sance and the classic period denotes, in every case, a "view of architecture"': 

the term carrying an important nuance, however, as it seems to imply an 

emphasis on the form of representation that these paintings exploit in such 

a way that this monstration takes the form of a demonstration. And yet, 

despite their manifestly ostentatious evidence, such "perspectives" always 

elicit a suspicion of deception: witness how, in built architecture, the term 

"perspective" is often used to designate elements in which trompe l'oeil 

plays a part. The fact that the term was used less as a tide proper than as 

the indicator of a genre does not resolve the difficulty, which is simulta

neously theoretical and epistemological, but rather exacerbates it, as can be 

seen each time a catalog proposes a description of a painting of this kind. 

For either the description is not accompanied by a reproduction and pre

tends to give us an idea of the painting, or even itself make a painting, 

61. "lmo il perspecrivo non fara cosa alcuna senza l'a£Chite[[ura, ne l'uchirerm senza perspe[[iva." 
Serlio, op. cir .• fol. 25 verso; English facs. ed., "The Second Booke,'' opening sraremenr. 
62. "Er io, quale i mi sia, esse£Cirai prima Ia pirrura e Ia perspe[[iva, permesso delle quali a gli 
scudi de l'architcttura mi dicdi." Ibid. 
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